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"I train with the latest in state of the art technology and realism with SimCraft, it’s the precision of real driving technology."
#feelsrealtome
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Scott Pruett12-Time Racing Champion 









"SimCraft is the sim that provides the best feedback and is the best representation of what we do as race car drivers in real life."
#feelsrealtome
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Jordan Taylor, IMSA Champion 









"I am extremely picky and detail-oriented when it comes to my home simulator setup. For this reason, I chose SimCraft for my personal sim, to prep for IndyCar, IMSA and SRX. The motion options and robust build are unmatched."#feelsrealtome
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Ryan Hunter-ReayIndy Car Champion 










"Since retiring in 2011, having my SimCraft has kept my driving and track knowledge sharp but has also kept me in touch with the new generation of race drivers." 
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Paul TracyChampCar Series Champion 










"I have been in motion simulators before and they were not that accurate...and then I drove the SimCraft motion technology...it is second to none." 
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Denny Hamlin, NASCAR 










SimCraft is, by far, the most realistic simulator I have ever been in. It's spot on!

#feelsrealtome
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Casey MearsRolex 24 Winner 










"Because of the realism of SimCraft, I show up prepped and ready for my first hot lap, already on pace without thinking about turns, brake points, or what gear to be in." 
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Katherine LeggeIMSA Pro Racing Driver 










"I used to strongly dislike sims until I drove a SimCraft, and before I finished my first lap, my opinion of sims completely changed." 
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Andy Lally, NASCAR IMSA PWC 









"There is no better race-day preparation than my SimCraft sim time. Running a real car on a real track is extremely expensive and time consuming. Using my APEX6 is half of running a real car at the track. The sim paid for itself within two races." 
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Ben KeatingIMSA & WEC Driver 










"SimCraft has a motion feel that replicates real world racecars with great accuracy. But they truly separate themselves with their top-notch client support." 
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Jason HartIMSA & SRO WC Driver 










"SimCraft is the only sim I have driven where the motion feels natural, its like driving the actual race car." 
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Spencer Pumpelly, IMSA PWC 
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"SimCraft is the sim that provides the best feedback and is the best representation of what we do as race car drivers in real life." 
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Jordan Taylor, IMSA Champion 









"I used to strongly dislike sims until I drove an APEX4 GTS from SimCraft, and before I finished my first lap, my opinion of sims completely changed." 
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Andy Lally, NASCAR IMSA PWC 









"I have been in motion simulators before and they were not that accurate...and then I drove the SimCraft motion technology...it is second to none." 
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Denny Hamlin, NASCAR 









“SimCraft is the most realistic simulation solution on the market. Not only is it a great training tool, but it’s incredibly fun, that’s the most important part. Having the APEX3 GTS has been very valuable to our on-track performance.” 
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Justin Algaier, NASCAR 









"There is only one style of sim I can drive, it has to be a SimCraft APEX. SimCraft is the only sim I have driven where the motion feels natural, like driving the actual race car." 
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Spencer Pumpelly, IMSA PWC 









"The real physics approach to motion simulation just works, best for feeling proper car control in the sim, and for driver development, better than anybody!" 
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Jordan Taylor, IMSA Champion 









"SimCraft makes, by far, the best racing simulation equipment there is. You really have to drive SimCraft motion technology to appreciate how good and how realistic it is." 
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Josh Williams, NASCAR 
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APEX Industries, LLC d/b/a SimCraft
Shop1: 2197 Canton Rd, Ste 204 Marietta, GA 30066
Shop2: 1470 Williams Dr, Suite A Marietta, GA 30066
 
Business Hours: Mon-Fri 8am – 5pm EST
Phone Number +1 (404) 260-0272
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. Do not sell my personal information.

Cookie SettingsAccept


Manage consent





Close






Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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Necessary


Always Enabled





Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
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Performance







Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
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Analytics







Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
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Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
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Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
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Address: Shop1: 2197 Canton Rd Ste 204, Marietta GA 30066 | Shop2: 1470 Williams Dr Suite A, Marietta GA 30066 
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SimCraft videos 









